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Playing punctuation while illuminating the comical confusion that a low comma can cause, this new edition of Eats, Shoot &amp; Leave uses lively, subversive illustrations to show how leaving a comma behind or leaving it can completely change the meaning of a sentence. I'm sure this picture book will
bring out a strong wind of laughter and better punctuation from everyone who has read it. I love English, especially its flexibility. Maybe it has roots in so many different languages (Latin, German, French, and early Brits and Celts just to mention a few things), so it always seems to be able to absorb any
word without looking silly or listening to your eyes or ears. If you've ever seen French writing using words like Coca-Cola, you know what I mean. But I don't have the same love of punctuation. I tend to throw with commas and hope they are right, I love english, especially its flexibility. Maybe it has roots in
so many different languages (Latin, German, French, and early Brits and Celts just to mention a few things), so it always seems to be able to absorb any word without looking silly or listening to your eyes or ears. If you've ever seen French writing using words like Coca-Cola, you know what I mean. But I
don't have the same love of punctuation. I tend to throw with commas and I hope they're in the right place, but don't start me off with semicolons and colons. I'm sure they were invented to torment readable and unskilled punctuation like me (yes, I throw one in for fun and whether it belongs or not, to be
honest, I don't care much). In fact, I always felt that punctuation should be allowed the same freedom as English, roam freely, dance and sing where I want on the page. But to make Lynn Truss, I am a punctuation savage and should be buried under a pile of misused apostrophy (not her suggestion). And
as much as I still don't share her passion for punctuation, I really enjoyed this little book. She gives a lot of funny examples of problems caused by the wrong commas and overuse of exclamation marks, and after a little thought of it, I can see her point. I love to read, but I've never really thought of the
author's use of Colon or Apostrophy, but now I wonder if I love Jane Austen as much as if her writing lacked period? Would it flow so beautifully if I threw an exclamation point in a strange place? But Truss gave me a new appreciation of the importance of these previous (by me) under gratitudeDot and
dash and I promise to try to do better by them in the future. ... More published available in all good bookstores, including August 2006: Amazon almost from the beginning of food, shoot &amp; leaf success, we thought about doing a book for kids. In fact, before I pulled myself together, I almost signed a
contract and I noticed that I didn't know what form this children's book would take. An old friend sent me a copy of a great 1940s book called Grammar Kittens, which was about Caroline and a rather gorgeous kitten called Algernon, who was mixing with pretty rough kittens in a nearby barn and was
starting to drop their pain, so their mummy asked a clever old sheepdog to teach them proper English. Was this a big possibility of renewal? A complete stop (or period) as a daddy who always comes in and says, That's enough. Politically, this was all a bit of a minefield. More importantly, it was not
particularly helpful for the children either. Later, the editors of Penguin New York suggested an illustrated book doing one job, showing how commas can change the senses of writing. And I thought this was a genius idea. Readers of Food, Shoot &amp; Reeve loved examples of how to change meaning
by re-punctuation. There's a famous telegram: It's not getting any better. Come on soon. - somehow came out at the other end as I'm getting nothing. It's better to come at once, in Nicholas Niklby, in which a minor character is said to have written a lengthy pamphlet in a way that is open to complete
reinterpretations if all Shakespeare's plays are re-separated. In his famous stage production of the book, David Edgar has a chap demonstration: Or what? Oh, what?rogue and peasant slave? my own favorite literary example is what happens to Moby Dick's opening line. It was a lot of fun to call me and
pick ishmael illustrator, but it didn't take long as I reacted to Bonnie Timmons' wit and warmth. She can do such clear drawings, but they contain a lot of interesting details. What I mostly enjoyed about this process was thinking completely in terms of visual jokes (Look at that huge hot dog, as opposed to
look at that giant hot dog). It's great to show little kids that punctuation is fun. Obviously, it doesn't tell kids everything they need to know about commas: there are no grammar lessons and certainly not comprehensive. It's just funny. It shows that the language is ambiguous and punctuation can help you
avoid saying things you weren't going to say. Mainly, it shows how small marks can make a big, big difference. Follow up here: Girls'Spaghetti Publication October 2008 Punctuation October 2007 Punctuation Published October 2007 Punctuation Newsletter Lintras Subscription, Author, Bonnie Timmons,
Illustrator, Bonnie Timmons.Putnam $15.99 (32p) ISBN 978-0-399-24491-9 In this pathetic adaptation of More By and About This Author, Truss shows the truth of her subtitles in a bitterness - San Comma. As she explains in a brief introduction, commas can wreak havoc if they are left behind or placed in
the wrong place, and the consequences of misuse can be hilarious. With the help of Timmons's energetic, often comically exaggerated cartoons, Truss shows how hilarious he is. The opening scene sets a humorous yet informative tone: pandas enter the library, eat sandwiches, draw bows and shoot two
arrows. When the librarian asks why he did it, the animal points to the definition of a panda book, which in part reads eat, shoot, leaf and seems to describe the diet of the species rather than the action. Some of the examples of comma fuss are common, such as the difference in meaning between slow,
child crossing and slow child crossing. Or eat here, get gas and eat here to get gas (the latter depicts a woman floating in the air for body gas). But most of the scenarios presented take the original approach, with the first child (the student said the teacher was crazy), and his teacher (the student said the
teacher was crazy) in a side-by-side depiction of the classroom indulge in an unskilled conspiracy. The final spread explains the grammatical reasons for the various meanings of each pair of sentences. Why, this will encourage children to think again about whether or not to use commas. Ages 4 to 8.
(July) When British author Lynn Truss's book for adults ate, Shoot &amp; Leaf: A Zero Tolerance Approach to Punctuation was published, it became a bestseller and a rare occurrence in books about punctuation. Now Lynn Truss has a fun new children's picture book that is based on her bestseller. Eat,
Shoot &amp; Leaf: Why Commas Really Make a Difference! As Lynn Truss points out in the foreword: Commas can wreak havoc if left behind or placed in the wrong place, and the consequences of misuse can be hilarious. The humorous Truss emphasizes the importance of punctuation, especially
commas. Children learning how to punctuate sentences begin by seeing what goes wrong when commas are misused and how important it is to the meaning of sentences to put commas correctly. Each set of facing pages contains the same statement. One of the sentences is correctly separated. On the
other hand, the commaWrong place, with hilarious results. Each sentence is printed in black ink, the comma is red, and it stands out in the sentence. Each sentence is shown in a very funny, full-face pen and watercolor sketch by Bonnie Timmons. For example, the sentence Look at that huge hot dog
shows a picnic scene with a man baking a hot dog three times his size. The sentence Look at that huge hot dog shows a sly, big, hot-looking dog on top of a pool of children as the little girl in it splashes him. At the end of the book, there is a two-page illustrated spread of why these commas really make a
difference. Each set of sentences has a thumbnail of the illustration and a description of the function of the comma in the sentence. For example, Look at that huge hot dog! In the sentence, the author points out that without commas, huge hot dogs will be fixed. Teachers enjoy using books because they
show the importance of punctuation in a way that interests students. When I was a kid, I didn't know why punctuation outside of the last period of a sentence was important, so I'm afraid a lot of kids feel that way today. This book will change their mind. Interesting sentences and illustrations will help you



remember what the author makes about commas. Author Lynn Truss has a background as a literary editor, novelist, TELEVISION critic and newspaper columnist. She is also the author of a number of radio comedy dramas. According to her publisher, Lynn Truss also hosted a popular BBC Radio 4
series on punctuation, Cutting a Dash. She now reviews books in London's Sunday Times and is a familiar voice on BBC Radio 4. The growth of Lynn Truss's radio series on punctuation, eating, shoot &amp; leaf: a zero tolerance approach to punctuation has become a bestseller in the UK. It has also
become a major bestseller in the United States. Children's picture book editions, eat, shoot &amp; leaf: why commas really make a difference! and have also proven popular. By September 2006, it had already been on the New York Times bestseller children's book list for five weeks. If Bonnie Timmons'
illustrations seem somey well known to you, it may be because you've seen the TV series Caroline in the city. Timmons drew all the comics in the NBC series. She also does a lot of work on national advertising campaigns and describes several other books. I recommend eating, shoot &amp; leaf: why,
commas really make a difference! for kids 8-12. The book will also be an excellent gift for teachers, including homeschooling parents. (Sons of G.P. Putnam, a division of the Penguin Young Leaders Group, 2006. ISBN: 0399244913) 0399244913)
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